
, you turn on your tele-
e beautiful NFL stadium

field a r. It's not just that the turf is a
rich green color and perfectly manicured, but the striping
and logos look great. You might initially think that it is a
result of money. Yes, the financial resources at major sta-
diums (staff, equipment and specialized materials) do
playa key role, but the graphic design of the field as a
unit and each logo play just as important a role in achiev-
ing the results we see on game day.

Granted, not all of us can afford to hire an artist to
evaluate design alternatives and devise specialized event
logos like the NFL can, but we must consider the graphics
as an integral part of the work we do. A top-notch field
requires three elements: outstanding turf/soil surfaces,
exceptional application of the paint and a sharp graphics
design.

Before we apply the first gallon of paint to the beauti-
ful turf canvas we have nurtured for months,W~.n111~!
have carefully planned and methodically deciq~ , . n
the exact graphics for the event. Norpatte:r .
exacting we are with the layout or how" ref
apply the paint, we will surely be di
the overall appearance of the field.i
sentation is not well planned.

• Negative space-The open or unused area of a graphic
in relation to the used areas

• Font-The typestyle of a letter or number

• Stroke-The width of a symbol's components

• Visual Tension-The placement of an object in an
unexpected or unbalanced way to increase importance

• Hierarchy of Lines-The relative visual strength and
importance of a line compared to another based on its
thickness (stroke), color or type

• Visual Balance-The elements, regardless of the
size and spacing, provide uniformity and rhythm to
the design.

Graphic Design Basics
Graphic design is everywhere in
cereal boxes we read in the. morn'
stickers we view on ourway to ,j'
mowers with which we.fnafii .

We have spent yearsb~~
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Groundskeepers need to carefully plan the grap
field in order to create sharp, attractive marki

FFi~jdpainting serves a practical function by improving the visual
perception for athletes, spectators and television viewers.

The Laaguage of Lines
All of the playing fields we prepare involve linest me
and regulate the competition. These lines form th~·f'ra.me-
work and basic structure for the field and must by graphi-
cally evaluated before any decorative markings or logos
are considered. In addition to the lines, we need to under-

stand the relative importance of the lines for each sport.
For example, the goal line in football is a very important
marking and thus should be emphasized in the design.

An easy way to understand this concept is to compare
a field layout to an architectural drawing. Architects and
engineers use varying line thickness and styles to repre-
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Figure 1

sent different objects and to visually communicate. For
example, solid walls are shown as thick bold lines, doors
as medium lines, windows as thin lines and movable fur-
niture as very thin lines.

These same communication techniques are used to
stripe an NFL field. The perimeter is a bold 6-foot wide
line, the goal line is typically about 8 inches wide, the yard
lines as much as 5 inches wide, the hash marks about 4
inches wide and the restraining line is dotted. All of these
widths are based on the relative importance of each line to
the competition and improve the visual perception for the
athlete, spectator and television viewer (Figure 1).

If you could only afford to make one change to your
football field preparations, you would be amazed what an

impact a wider
boarder (10 to
12 feet) and a
thicker goal
line (8 inches)
will do to the
visual appear-
ance of your
football field.

Themes
Another

important ele-
ment to consider
in the selection
of a finar~aphic

TEMP.STRIPE
• Temporary field paint
• Easy removal following the game
• Will hold up to foul weather
• Proven effective
• Great for multipurpose fields
• Apply like normal paints

P~STRIPE
• Long lasting field paint
• Available in team colors and brilliant white
• Dilutable up to 3: 1
• For use on both natural and artificial turf
• Will not harm grass
• (Stencils and Stripers also available)_ ....-_.

Figure 2

design is the theme. The entire graphic presentation
should relate to both the venue and the event for maxi-
mum effectiveness. For example, the tradition-rich history
of college football and its historic stadiums many times
choose simple graphics.

Notre Dame continues to stripe its football stadium using
a very historical theme with simple white end zone diagonal
marking, small yard line numbering and narrower than
standard hash marks. On the other hand, many arena
football teams' use very loud multicolor, three-dimensional,
graphically striking layouts to fit the theme of the event
and focus on a fast paced, up-to-date entertainment sport.

Regardless of the direction, the graphic package needs
to consider the event, the site and the participants in
order to achieve maximum effectiveness.

Viewing Perspectives
The last element to consider when preparing your

graphics plan is the viewing audience. How will it appear
to the athletes? Is the primary audience in one specific
area? Is the event being broadcast on television? Will the
angle of the sun playa role, or is it a night event? Will it
be viewed up close or at a distance? All of these factors
must be considered in order to achieve the best results.

One of the most important factors is the angle of view,
referring to the distance above the ground that the primary
view will occur. A design on a flat surface will look much
different than it will truly appear from the grandstands or
in the press box.

To allow for a narrow angle of view, found in most



aller.faeilities, there l'Ir':':;,"ll="VPlr"l'I

used. First" the ""'WOn,,,,, ... ,,,.

vertically to improve the grapruc.enect
perspective. Traffic engineers have do
time with pavement marking such as S
when written on the pavement. (Figure 2).

Another technique is to shift the graphic clos
primary viewer to increase the angle of view. The
rule that all of the field decorations must be in the en-
ter of the playing field, so, if it makes sense for your faoility,
shift the logos closer to the grandstands for a better view.

Another option is to take advantage of a turf slope
used to construct many stadiums and ballparks. Painting
a logo on these slopes will dramatically improve the view-
ing angle of the graphic. This can be the most effective
facility decoration for a special event.

For events held at night, try using lighter colors (white, gold,
etc.) to increase the light reflective potential of the graphics. This
is particularly true at facilities with less than professional quality
lighting. Dark colorsunder poor lighting will blend with the dark
green colorof the too

The graphic choices are endless; if you can imagine it,
you can paint it on the field, but before you apply the first
drop of paint, have a plan and understand the elements
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ce the success of the final'work.
dthe composition is just as important

as the imp e entation.
, Turf paiqtingcan also highlight non-sporting events
and provide a festive party atmosphere. Try painting the
numbers 2000 on the field at this year's graduation cere-
mony, or paint a United States flag on the turf to cele-
brate the Fourth of July. Not only will it improve the
overall event, but your work will be noticed, improving
both your credibility and professionalism.

These concepts and tools can be applied to any preparation,
be it soccer,baseball, rugby, field hockey or lacrosse. We all spend
countless hours carefully painting every detail of a field, so stop
and spend some time planning the graphics and your customers
will notice the results. ~

Bob Milano Jr. is the stadiums and sports turf manager
for the University of California Athletic Department and a
founding member of the Northern California S1MA Chapter.

Athletic Field Marking Paint

Carbit Natural TurfMarking Paint is bright white, non-toxic, and
finely milled to prevent clogging. Its high concentrate formula
gives optimum coverage at maximum spreading rates. Designed
for natural turf, but also suitable for artificial surfaces. Available
in white, yellow,and special colors. Used by professionals, col-
leges, park districts, and high schools. Carbit has been a leader
in specialty coatings since 1925.

Carbit Paint Co.
927 W. Blackhawk 8t.

Chicago, It. 60622-2519
(800) 288-2320 Fax: (312) 280-7326

www.carbit.com
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Jaydee Drive Liner

The Iaydee Driveliner is a self-propelled riding line marker. The
35-gal1on paint tank carries enough marking material for a
complete game field, or several practice fields.The 2-gal1onflush
tank cleans the discharge lines for work breaks, travel, or
overnight. The center or side-mark spray shields are always
operator-visible. Anearly zero turning radius reduces or elimi-
nates back and turn maneuvers.

Jaydee Equipment Company
202 East Joliet Highway, Box278

New lenox, Il 60451·0278
TOll FREE:1·800·443·3268
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